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Raining cats and dogs meaning in tagalog

Anna Hoychuk / Shutterstock If you are a pet owner, then you probably heard (or said) the phrase, my dog is __ years in dog years! We form close ties with our pets - it's only natural that we want them to look more human. But what was the genesis of dog years and cat years, and is it even factual? The American Association of Animal Hospitals found out.
The common belief among pet owners is that one dog a year equals seven human years. Surprisingly, this story of old wives actually has some logic behind it. This equation arose when several people noted that a healthy, average medium dog lived one-seventh as long as its owner. But in today's world with piles of dog breeds, what is the average size?
Depending on the size of your puppy, it could live a shorter or longer life. For example, large dogs like German shepherds have a shorter lifespan than Shih-Tzus. In addition, with modern veterinary medicine, dogs are able to get better care and live longer than when the concept of dog years appeared. Do not miss these secrets your pet will not tell you. A
more accurate method for measuring aging in dogsTo day veterinarians use instructions for the stage of life of dogs, which were developed by the AAHA to measure the age of your dog. Dogs have six life stages: puppy, junior, adult, mature, senior, and geriatric. Puppy: birth of sexual maturity Junior: reproductive mature, ever-growing Adult: ended up
growing, sexually and structurally mature Mature: From half to the last 25 percent life expectancy Senior: The last 25 percent of geriatric life expectancy: for life expectationsCidates for each life stage varies for the size of your puppy. In order to truly estimate the human age that corresponds to their life phase, you can line it with typical human developmental
phases. Here's an example: You have a six-month-old, medium-sized cocker spanicker. Based on its age and size, it falls into the junior category. If he was a person, he'd probably be in elementary school, between 5-10 years old. What about cats? Cat people, now it's your turn. The Joint American Association of Cat Doctors-American Veterinary Hospital
Association has created Cat Life Stage Guidelines, which, like their canine counterparts, divide cats into six categories: kitten, junior, prime, mature, senior and geriatric. Cats don't have as much variability in size as dogs, so the age range for each life stage remains almost the same for each breed, writes The Conversation. They also live longer than dogs on
average, so each of their life stages is prolonged. Now we know what you think: all these calculations just for owners to know if their pets graduated from college yet? Not exactly. Veterinarians use this data for real-world situations. As your pet ages, various health problems become more or less relevant (think: premature birth in puppies/kittens and arthritis
in the elderly), so veterinarians need to know their life stage to give them proper care. To truly make these lives instructions accurate, your pet must be healthy; Make sure you keep up with all the needs of your animals so they can live a long and happy life-with you! Find out 50 secrets your vet won't tell you. Are you a dog person or a cat person? It's likely
that you compare yourself to one of these labels, and research shows that your preference for one animal or another reveals something about your personality. Sixty-two percent of U.S. households have a pet, according to the American Pet Products Association. Dogs are the most popular pets with 39 percent of U.S. households owning at least one canine,
but cats come in second place with 33 percent of U.S. households having at least one cat. But can our choice of furry friend really say anything about who we are? Sometimes. Studies show that we tend to gravitate towards the animals we were raised with, and factors such as age and living space also play a role in pet ownership. Parents with young
children are more likely to have dogs that children can take out, while older people and singles are more likely to have lower maintenance animals, such as cats. And people in the suburbs are more likely to adopt large dogs, while apartment residents are likely cats or small dogs. Still, research shows that there are differences between cat people and
people's dogs. A University of Texas study has found that those who define themselves as dog people are more extroverted, pleasant and conscientious than self-proclaimed cat people. Those who prefer cats, on the other hand, are more creative, adventurous and prone to neuroticism or anxiety. Your pet can even indicate how you will vote. A 2008 Gallup
survey of 2,000 Americans found that 33 percent of dog owners identified as Republicans, while only 28 percent of cat owners leaned right. But Hunch.com survey of 200,000 pet owners found the distribution to be more even. According to its results, canine people are 50 percent more likely to be conservatives than feline people. However, there are some
things that cat people and canine people have in common. Both types of people talk to animals, consider themselves close to nature, do not like clothes with an animal print and are generally optimistic. Hunch.com survey also found that both feline people and canine people are equally likely to have a four-year degree, but cat people are 17 percent more
likely to have completed postgraduate studies. Check out some of the other findings from the survey Hunch.com below. Living Area preferences: Dog people are 30 percent more likely to live in a rural area. Feline people are 29 percent move likely to live in an urban area. Animal rescue relies: Dog people are 67 percent more likely to call animal control if they
find stray kittens. Cat people are 21 percent more likely to save stray kittens. Phones: Dog people are 36 percent more likely to use a popular song as a ringtone. Cat people are 11 more likely to have contacts in both their cell phone and and Directory. Children: Dog people are 24 percent more likely to have children. Feline people are 33 percent more likely
to prefer to take care of a friend's children than friend's dogs. Favorite Beatle? Dog people are 18 percent more likely to have Paul McCartney their favorite Beatle. Cat people are 25 percent more likely to consider George Harrison their favorite Beatle. What makes you laugh dog people are 30 percent more likely to get slapstick humor and impressions. Cat
people are 21 percent more likely to get ironic humor and puns. Random facts Dog people are 9 percent more likely to think zoos are a happy place. Cat people are 10 percent more likely to be active on Twitter. When it comes to media choices, Hunch.com found that dog people prefer jam bands, reggae and psychedelic rock, while cat people listen more to
New Wave, classical rock and electronic music. Dog People listed American Idol and Everybody Loves Raymond as their favorite TV shows and Crash and No Country For Old Men as their top movie choices. Cat people preferred CSI and Real Time With Bill Maher for TV and listed Slumsel Millionaire and Hurt Locker as their favorite movies. But what about
the people with the cats and the dogs? According to a survey Hunch.com, these people are likely female suburbanites who are politically in the middle of the road. Cats are mysterious creatures and it can often be hard to tell what's going on behind those piercing eyes. But one cat expert thinks he has his tongue down and has a translation for cat talk that
could be very eye-opening for all the cat owners out there. Dr. Suzanne Schotz from Sweden spent her career studying wild and domestic cats, and after being confessed that domestic cats only ever meow on humans and never on other cats, she began to explore this area of communication further. MORE: The best cat myths arrested While wild cats meow
only when they are very young to attract the attention of their mothers, domestic cats also try to attract the attention of their owners. But by delving deeper into the cat's psyche and noticing hundreds of meow, Dr. Schotz found that meow cats vary depending on their mood and emotional state. 'It seems that cats can change intonations or melodies
consciously, perhaps, convey a certain message or increase the urgency of the message or convey emotions,' Dr Schotz told Metro. MORE: These are the most cat-loving areas of Britain Dr Schotz thinks cats could change their meow so that people know what mood they are in – angry angry , for example hungry, tired – and also wants to look at whether
the voices of the owners can boost their mood. For example, we want to know if you prefer cats that control speech, or prefer to talk like adults, continues Dr. Schotz. We still have a lot to learn about how cats perceive human speech. We'll run some listening tests to see which ones they prefer. They prefer children's voices Adults? We don't know. So watch
out for this space space soon we might be able to understand exactly what our cat is saying and be able to build the right relationship with them. Maybe they're not so mysterious after all. All pictures: Getty Like this? Subscribe to the Good Housekeeping newsletter. This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page to provide
users with their email addresses. For more information about this and similar content, see piano.io piano.io
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